Senior Week Option Sales To Begin Dec. 1

"Buy Now," says Tyree, "Prices May Increase In Later Campaigns"

"Buy Now," advises Tyree, "before the price increases at the start of the New Year." Options include the purchase of a "Senior Week" package which offers a variety of activities and discounts. The sale is open to all students regardless of their class standing.

Course Exhibit Series Tabled By Committee; Plan Journal Instead

In a recent development, the course exhibit series has been tabled by the Committee, and instead, a plan for a journal is being considered. This change is due to the high costs associated with the exhibit series. The journal will provide a more cost-effective and accessible means of publishing course materials.

General Notices

1. Twenty-thousand shopping days to Christmas.
2. Junior class announces mini-film exhibition.
3. Remember all T. C. A. drive pledges.
4. Remember income tax return deadline.
5. Keep in touch with your faculty advisor.
6. Put the eat out.

Tech Sing Plans Set Last Night

Classical Orchestra Will Open Concert

Before All Competitive Committees

The program for the All-Tech Sing was announced last night by committee chairman Paul M. W. Brearley. The program will feature a variety of musical acts and will be held in an outdoor setting.

Vu Seeks Woman; Identity Of Dancer To Be Disclosed

Dark mystery surrounds an intriguing plot, as Detective Vu investigates the life of a young woman. The plot, which involves a series of clues, is set against the backdrop of a bustling city. The identity of the dancer will be revealed in a dramatic fashion.

Magnum Lectures As 530 Attend

Marriage Criteria Discussed Tuesday

Before Two Groups

The opening lecture of Professor Edward P. Eaton, Jr., will include "Preparation For Marital Life," which will be given on Tuesday night. The lecture will attract a large audience.
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Alpha Chi Sigma Initiates Fifteen

Informal Initiation Will Be Held Dec. 11:
Formal, At Dance

Fifteen men have been placed to Alpha Chi Sigma, Sigma honorary chemical society. Today there will be a meeting of the initiates in Room 101, Fong. The informal initiation will be held, to be followed by a dinner dance December 13.

Sod Committee Return $120 Bond

Flowers Announces Promenade Rate; 344 Tickets Sold

Tickets to the 344 sold by the Sod Committee will be returned to the students, said Langdon S. Flowers, president of the Sod Committee. The tickets were issued on a basis of performance.

Seedwig Biologists Meet In Weekly Meeting

A series of lectures by members of Course VII dealing with the seedwig and its habits will be given during December under the direction of the Dramashop. This play is a sophisticated comedy dating back to about 1912. As, a result of the work of the Dramashop, the effort toward the success of this play will be by a free admission.

The opening lecture of Professor Edward P. Eaton, Jr., will include "Preparation For Marital Life," which will be given on Tuesday night. The lecture will attract a large audience.

Making Engravings Remains An Art: Reporter Describes Processes Used

(All age: The Tech is one of the five student newspapers in the United States most widely read and approved of as an educational plant, by the author of the book "The Print," quoted in The New York Times. The set and design of the reporter is under the supervision of the student association of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and the American Society of Civil Engineers, Professors of the Second Edition. The company's plan for the exhibit series has been tabled by the Committee, and instead, a plan for a journal is being considered. This change is due to the high costs associated with the exhibit series. The journal will provide a more cost-effective and accessible means of publishing course materials.
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